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List of International Jurors and Judges for ANR 

Miscellaneous…  
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# Armin Chris Filipa Frank Heini Mary Rodney ANR R&R 

relevant

[Yes/No]

ANR R&R 

Section

ANR R&R Text or Remarks

General Sofware analysis na Bid for 

WANRC

na na na na na

1 na Landings. Make penalties more equal by (a) increasing 

landing penalties or (b) decreasing nav penalties.  Maybe 

do a scored landing after nav, per rally rules. Or, don’t do 

any landings at all. (But, spectators in Castellon enjoyed 

it!)

na na The weighting of the landings for the title of the Top 

ANR Champion must be reconsidered. Landings are 

rated too weak. This means that the master will 

automatically become the top ANR champion in 

navigation. That should not be. We'll have to play 

with the results, and once we're going to score the 

landings by a factor of 10 or 20, and then see what 

that does in the leaderboard.

na Landing scoring the current penalties for 

Navigation and landings are out of proportion 

After 4 nav route the penalty totals are very 

big numbers

Reasonable landing penalties are in the range 

of maybe 0-50. So the addition of landing 

penalties to the nav penalties is unlikely to 

change the order. I suggest that landing 

penalties are multiplied by at least five..Or 

the nav penalties reduced to1 per second 

instead of 4 per second. Thus make the 

landings an essential part of the event.

yes

2 na Much better and fairer that all crews fly same course as in 

Castellon. So delete all references to multiple parcours. 

(an observation…rules are in English but “parcours”  is not 

an English word!  Sorry!)

na na The system flying in line has undermined the 

attractiveness of the ANR. In the future it will be 

necessary to fly again with 2 - 3 or 4 corridors to keep 

the race tension.

na Stay with the Castellon formula of one start 

gate and all following same route. Delete the 

max 4 gates and the concept of parallel tracks.

no

3 na Eliminate references to quarter/semi finals, final four etc. 

Winners are crew with fewest overall penalties.

na na na na Delete the quarter and semi and final Delete 

the Final Four. All pilots fly all routes. As many 

as can be provided and flown in the given 

time. Lowest score is the winner!

no

4 na Consider some form of quarantine system (jail!) to 

prevent crews deducing the parcours and practising it.

na na I have been told by pilots that the ANR LIVE was used 

to program a course in advance via Google Map. Time 

was enough in the hotel. The last flight of the male 

Portugal team was so suspect, as this team suddenly 

surprisingly correctly flown. I suggest that for the 

time being again an isolation be introduced for all 

pilots who are waiting for their start. With prior 

luggage control and sealing of the IT parts. With a 

kickoff system this would not lead to long waiting 

times.

The rules for isolation must be included in the R + R

Quarantine should be applied Quarantine system perhaps to prevent later 

pilots from ‘flying’ the route on Google earth 

from having worked it out from the big screen 

. This happened effectively in Castellon.

yes

5 na Sort out software situation. Which is official? At debrief in 

Dubai crews had printout of track and penalties. Nothing 

in Castellon. Why not?

na na na Must hand crew a provisional hard coy 

result after each debrief

na yes

6 na Consider dropping “Race” from title. “Air Navigation 

Championship” “Navigation Flying Championship” “ Air 

Navigation Accuracy”

na na na na Maybe from the word ‘Race’ from the title. Is  

Not a race. It is a Navigation championship. 

Race puts off newcomers. Race causes 

insurance questions that have to be 

answered? “World Air Navigation 

Championship”

no

7 na na na I have been considering the dramatic rise in our 

scores when moving from a 0.3 Nm corridor to a 

0.25 Nm corridor.

In a Cessna 150 with limited forward viability we 

probably cannot use the centre 300 m for accurate 

navigation, however a Tecnam has a much better 

forward visibility and they could probably use this 

centre portion of track. So as the corridor 

narrows,the choice of aircraft will become a 

significant factor. (The same is true with the 

landings, heavy old metal is easier to spot land 

that light efficient metal or composite)

I have been considering the dramatic rise in our 

scores when moving from a 0.3 Nm corridor to a 

0.25 Nm corridor.

In a Cessna 150 with limited forward viability we 

probably cannot use the centre 300 m for accurate 

navigation, however a Tecnam has a much better 

forward visibility and they could probably use this 

centre portion of track. So as the corridor 

narrows,the choice of aircraft will become a 

significant factor. (The same is true with the 

landings, heavy old metal is easier to spot land 

that light efficient metal or composite)

na na na no

8 na na na The next thing I considered is the accuracy of the 

maps. The half width of a 0.25 Nm corridor is 

231.5m and objects would need to be accurate 

within 10% of that value 23.1 m. The left side and 

right side of a road become significant at this 

level. We might be introducing a element of luck, 

were one crew uses a feature that is accurately 

placed on the map and another uses a feature that 

is not accurate.

My conclusion is that there will be a lower limit to 

the corridor width where luck starts to play a 

more significant role that skill. ( A similar thing is 

evident with the timing gates where we use a 2 

second error margin. 1 second for map errors and 

1 second for stopwatch errors.)

na na na no

9 na na na Printed Results Sheets

After each round, it is important to the competitor 

to be able to study his performance. A printed 

results sheet is necessary. (Off course we can 

download or loggers, but it is not that easy to 

accurately recreate the parcour to duplicate the 

result)

na Must return envelopes daily after all 

objections have been cleared

na ?

10 na na na Aligning the ANR rules to Rally and Precision.

While I have replaced some of the text in the 

Rally rules where the text in the Precision rules is 

better, more work is require to make similar rules 

to be identical. I will discuss the way forward with 

Allan Hansen, but would like to include you in the 

discussion.

na na na -

11 na na na na ANR LIVE is the big future of ANR. The presentation 

of the Spanish version is exactly what I imagined as a 

base. However, it has also come true that the scoring 

z.Zt. still has to be done via the dataloggers, since 

the live but deviations take place in seconds. I 

advocate that the two systems be used separately.

na na ?

12 na na na na ANR LIVE still has problems that individual aircraft 

can not be displayed because the SMS signal is 

missing for a long time. Maybe you should play with 

the time delay up to 10 minutes.

na na ?

13 na na na na The card scale 1: 150 000 has proven itself and should 

also be included in the R + R

na na yes

14 na na na na The incoming inspection in the briefing room was 

very incomplete. I could see, that single trays and 

mobile phones disappeared again in the pockets. 

Here it needs better qualified staff.

na na ?

15 na na na na The stewards have partially brought the teams only 

to the plane and then disappeared again. Team 

members were able to leave the plane unobserved 

and come back again. Again, it needs better qualified 

staff and especially more people.

na na ?

16 na na na na National measuring system must be a must. 

Otherwise, this measurement becomes a farce. R + 

R?

2017 Landings were not very well 

managed using the naked eye and 

Judges did not know whether to use 

Rally or Precision rules eg X from Y 

jumped into 3rd position because he 

applied Rally rules. Also some pilots 

showed clear “skips” which were not 

applied. MUST have a landing box

na yes

17 na na na na Under A.3.3 it has to be determined which minimum 

must be flown that an ANR Championship is valid. 

(for example, 2 qualifying rounds?)

na na yes

18 na na na na na Ferry costs na ?

19 na na na na na Aircraft availability – must be 

available on the said day or reduction 

in costs

na ?

20 na na na na na Must have background maps on routes 

if in quarantine

na ?

21 na na na na na Landings should be at the end of the 

route and not on a separate day

na ?

22 na na na na na Suggestion to install Go Pros to track 

visual flights and landings

na no Up to the organizer

23 na na na na na 300 Max penalty should not apply – 

the clock must keep ticking when out 

the corridor

na ?

24 na na na na na na Software. The Spanish seen to have their own 

system which they wholly own . The Swiss 

likewise and Armin Zuger has been looking at 

several. The South Africans seem I think to 

have their own system. This must be crazy and 

we should be able to work together to create 

one system for GAC to be used by any country 

anytime anywhere?

no In general the software needs just to be tailored 

according ANR R6R
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ANR Rules & Regulations Amendements 
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A.0.1.5 In case of more than one gate all the corridors must be flown by each 

crew -> implemented 

A.1.2.11 NB line -> deleted 

A.1.2.13 1:150'000 -> implemented 

A.3.3 The Air Navigation Race test includes at least two navigation rounds -> 

implemented 

A.4.5 Before adding the landing penalties they will be multiplied with a factor 

of 10. -> implemented 

A.8.1.6 Maximum penalties 300 -> deleted 

B.6.10 no sharing -> deleted; The Competition Management must provide the 

necessary number of aircraft and those aircraft will be made available to all 

pilots. -> rephrased 

B.9.7 Start numbers at the qualification round to be drawn by the pilots -> 

deleted; The Competition Management can declare an isolation area for the 

pilots before / after flying. In the isolation area only a screen without a map 

will be shown and all kinds of electronic devices are forbidden. -> 

implemented 

B.13.4 The individual results with all maps and flight plans will be returned to 

each competitor as soon as a qualification round is declared as closed. -> 

implemented 

C.16 ANR Checklist -> implemented 
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Coffee break 
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List of International Jurors and Judges for ANR 
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• Jesus Mas Spain, Juror / Judge 

• Pedro Cabanero, Spain, Juror / Judge 

• Heinrich Schawalder, Switzerland, Juror / Judge 

• Jean Birgen, Luxemburg, - / Judge 

• Arnold Grubek, Germany - / Judge 

• Art Greenfield, USA, - / Judge 

• Juan Ramon Alvarez, Spain, - / Judge 

• Petri Hiltunen, Finland, - / Judge 

• Maurice Ducret, Switzerland, Juror / Judge 
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My coordinates 
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Maurice Ducret 

Neuhofweg 42 

3400 Burgdorf 

Switzerland 

Tel. Mobile: +41 79 232 33 31 

Tel. Private: +41 34 423 70 77 

maurice.ducret@gmail.com 

www.pfa.ch 

Skype: airduc 
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